


The 
beginning: 
ABC 
designing

A nordic project (2016-2019); Lund University libraries, 
University of Bergen Library and Aarhus University Library. 
Project manager: Karen Harbo (AU Library)

Arena, Blended, Connected curriculum design: 
A Learning design methodology to create better courses and 
modules

Goals

• To develop e-learning

• To strengthen the students learning process and awareness of 
academic methods  

• Contribute to increased accessibility and flexibility of teaching and 
learning

• Examine the learning process (including active learning) in Nordic 
education.

• And to Strengthen and develop competencies to handle the students 
learning process, creating e-learning and active learning. 



Our introduction: 
To “ABC” 

• Workshop in Lund (6th and 7th of 
march 2017)

• The Division for Higher Education 
Development (Lund)

• Trial and error in a safe 
environment



Back home with ABC

• Getting experience with the method.  To create better and more active courses.

• The project as a learning community and laboratory  

• Engaging with partners

• Developing with and for our partners

• Strengthen the connectiviness to university

• And competency development in the library 



A case explained: Teaching and learning with ABC 
at Bergen University Library

Potential

Teaching

Colleagues

Bergen
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ABC learning design explained



[Henry]

https://youtu.be/PqaZDu6NAfo


Adaptations to library courses



The ABC method was designed for use in 
courses where the teacher: 

follows students throughout a semester 
there is some form of summative assessment 

In this case, we wanted to use the ABC method 
to plan and promote learning activity in 

a  single “one-shot-session” 
without assessment

Because this is often the case for library 
courses.



Adjustments

• We edited the ABC story board to cover only one lecture 
instead of a semester or study program

• We adjusted the ABC Learning Types cards to include 
learning activities useful in a library session 

• Translated the cards to Norwegian 





DDigital Tools:





Originally, after the learning activities are 
chosen, the opportunities for formative and 
summative assessment of the activities are 
identified.

These are marked by gold and silver stars

We did not include this part.



A workshop, its results and potential



SStudent active learning and 
learning design for library classes





Tree successive workshops

Tools and 
methods for 
active
learning

Case-based
workshop.
ABC for large
vs small class

ABC workshop 
for individual
course
developement



What we learned 

potential and pitfalls

- «not enough time. I gained an 
understanding of how ABC can be 
used, but more detailed work is 
necessary."



The library as 
part of our 
university’s 

learning support 
(cocreation)

Library

LearningLab

Learning 
Design

University 
Pedagogy

Faculty

Writing 
support

An unexpected effect



Thank you for 
your attention. 

ABC provides 
structure for internal 
workshops and gives 

us a common 
language

It lowers the bar for 
exploratory teaching 

and to discuss didactics 
and teaching methods 

with peers. 

Increased knowledge 
about e-learning 

objects, and how they 
might be useful in 
different teaching 

situations

Stimulates blended 
learning

Acquaintance with 
backwards design 

Gives opportunities 
for collaboration 

beyond the library
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Summary

• ABC provides structure for internal workshops and gives us a 
common language

• It lowers the bar for exploratory teaching and to discuss 
didactics and teaching methods with peers. 

• Increased knowledge about e-learning objects, and how they 
might be useful in different teaching situations

• Stimulates blended learning

• Acquaintance with backwards design 

• Gives opportunities for collaboration beyond the library
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